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Abstract

People often reason egocentrically about others’ beliefs, using their own beliefs as an inductive guide. Correlational, experimental, and neuroimaging evidence suggests that people may be even more egocentric when reasoning about a religious agent’s beliefs (e.g., God). In both nationally representative and more local samples, people’s own beliefs on important social and ethical issues were consistently correlated more strongly with estimates of God’s beliefs than with estimates of other people’s beliefs (Studies 1–4). Manipulating people’s beliefs similarly influenced estimates of God’s beliefs but did not as consistently influence estimates of other people’s beliefs (Studies 5 and 6). A new neuroimaging study demonstrated a clear convergence in neural activity when reasoning about one’s own beliefs and God’s beliefs, but clear divergences when reasoning about another person’s beliefs (Study 7). In particular, reasoning about God’s beliefs activated areas associated with self-referential thinking more so than did reasoning about another person’s beliefs. Believers commonly use inferences about God’s beliefs as a moral compass, but that compass appears especially dependent on one’s own existing beliefs.

Religion appears to serve as a moral compass for the vast majority of people around the world. It informs whether same-sex marriage is love or sin, whether war is an act of defense or of terror, and whether abortion rights represent personal liberty or permission to murder. Many religions are centered on a god (or gods) that has beliefs and intentions, with adherents encouraged to follow “God’s will” on everything from martyrdom to career planning to voting. Within these religious systems, how do people know what their god wills?

When people try to infer other people’s attitudes and beliefs, they often do so egocentrically by using their own beliefs as an inductive guide (1). This research examines the extent to which people might also reason egocentrically about God’s beliefs. We predicted that people would be consistently more egocentric when reasoning about God’s beliefs than when reasoning about other people’s beliefs. Intuiting God’s beliefs on important issues may not produce an independent guide, but may instead serve as an echo chamber that reverberates one’s own beliefs. The Jewish and Christian traditions state explicitly that God created man in His own image, but believers and nonbelievers alike have long argued that people seem to create God in their own image as well (2–5). Xenophanes (sixth century B.C.E.), for instance, coined the term anthropomorphism when noting the similarity between religious believers and representations of their gods, with Greek gods being fair skinned and African gods being dark skinned (6). Voltaire reports a Pope as saying, “If God made us in His own image, we have certainly returned the favor” (7). And Bob Dylan (8) sang of the ease with which groups differ quite dramatically in their interpretation of God’s attitudes toward such topics as same-sex marriage, the death penalty, and abortion. The inherent ambiguity of God’s beliefs may operate in contexts where people’s own beliefs are uncertain. The heritage ambiguity of God’s beliefs on major issues and the extent to which religious texts may be open to interpretation and subjective evaluation, suggests not only strong egocentric biases when reasoning about God, but also that people may be consistently more egocentric when reasoning about God’s beliefs than when reasoning about other people’s beliefs. When the beliefs of a positively evaluated target are relatively ambiguous, a person may construct them by relying on his or her own beliefs (19). Indeed, it may seem particularly
logical to use egocentric information when reasoning about God, because religious agents are generally presumed to hold true beliefs, and people generally presume that their own beliefs are true as well (20).

We tested this basic hypothesis that people would be especially egocentric when reasoning about God’s beliefs using correlational, experimental, and neuroimaging methods. We investigate important social and moral beliefs on which believers are likely to consider God’s beliefs more consistently, rather than more minor and idiosyncratic beliefs. Although our theoretical predictions apply to any religious or supernatural agent presumed to have beliefs (4), our experimental participants are drawn primarily from the United States and therefore cannot represent the entire corpus of world religions. The vast majority of participants from these samples also report believing in God. We exclude nonbelievers from analyses, except where we have a sufficiently large sample for independent analysis (Study 4), primarily because our hypotheses are relevant only to believers. Including the relatively small number of nonbelievers in the other studies, however, does not meaningfully alter any conclusions suggested by the following analyses.

Studies 1–4

Description. We conducted four surveys in which participants reported their own belief about an issue, and then estimated God’s beliefs along with a variety of other human targets’ beliefs. For more detailed materials and methods see SI Text. Within and across surveys (see Table 1), we selected human targets that varied on a number of dimensions known to influence the degree of egocentrism, such as likeability and ambiguity of beliefs. These targets include liked individuals with relatively unknown beliefs (e.g., Bill Gates), a generalized other (average American), disliked individuals with unknown beliefs (Barry Bonds), and an individual with well-known beliefs (George W. Bush). We expected that egocentric correlations would diminish from the first of these groups to the last, but that all would show weaker evidence of egocentrism than estimates of God’s beliefs. Of course, significant correlations between people’s own beliefs and God’s presumed beliefs could reflect both egocentric projection onto God and the opposite (using God’s beliefs as a guide to one’s own). We reduced the impact of this reverse causality in Studies 1–3 by asking participants to report their own beliefs first and then randomly ordering the remaining targets. We demonstrate causality conclusively using experimental methods in Studies 5 and 6.

Results. In Study 1, Boston rail-commuters indicated their own, God’s, Bush’s, and Gates’ attitudes about abortion by rating agreement with six statements about the abortion debate. We formed a composite attitude-about-abortion score for every target. Using these composites, we computed an “egocentric correlation” between participants’ own attitudes and their estimates of each other target. As predicted, the egocentric correlation with God was larger than every other egocentric correlation, Zs > 3.8, Ps < 0.01. In Study 2, undergraduates responded to a similarly structured set of items about same-sex marriage. The egocentric correlation with God’s beliefs was again larger than with every other target, Zs > 2.3, Ps < 0.05. Study 3 extended the first two studies by examining undergraduates’ beliefs about multiple sociopolitical issues (see Table 1). Standardizing and collapsing across issues, the egocentric correlation with God’s beliefs was again larger than with every other target, Zs > 2.2, Ps < 0.05.

Study 4 questioned adults from a nationally representative (United States) database of online respondents. Participants indicated their own, God’s, and the average American’s attitudes about abortion and same-sex marriage. We conducted four surveys in which participants indicated their own, God’s, and the average American’s attitudes about multiple sociopolitical issues (see Table 1). Standardizing and collapsing across issues, the egocentric correlation with God’s beliefs was again larger than with every other target, Zs > 2.3, Ps < 0.05.
but the relatively weaker egocentric correlations at least demonstrate that egocentric biases are not an invariant product of inferring God’s beliefs (see SI Text, Fig. S1, and Table S1 for supplemental analyses by frequency of consulting God).

**Study 5**

**Description.** If believers are especially egocentric when making inferences about God’s beliefs, then manipulating believers’ own attitudes should similarly manipulate predictions of God’s attitudes but should have less consistent impact on predictions of other people’s attitudes. We investigated this in Study 5 by influencing participants’ own attitudes about affirmative action through exposure to persuasive arguments. In a pro-policy condition, participants read one strong argument supporting affirmative action and one weak argument opposing it. In an anti-policy condition, participants read one weak argument supporting affirmative action and one strong argument opposing it (see SI Text). Participants then rated the strength of each argument they received. Finally, participants reported their attitude about affirmative action and did the same for God, the average American, Gates, and Bush.

**Results.**

**Manipulation Check.** Participants in the pro-policy condition indicated that the argument in favor of affirmative action was stronger \( (M = 3.25, SD = 1.25) \) than the argument against affirmative action \( (M = 2.03, SD = 1.19) \), paired-\( t \) (64) = 5.40, \( P < 0.001 \). Participants in the anti-policy condition indicated that the argument against affirmative action was stronger \( (M = 3.82, SD = 1.12) \) than the argument in favor of affirmative action \( (M = 1.33, SD = 0.75) \), paired-\( t \) (54) = 16.03, \( P < 0.001 \). As intended, the balance of arguments in the pro-policy condition favored affirmative action whereas the balance of arguments in the anti-policy condition opposed it.

**Main Analyses.** As predicted, the arguments manipulation had different effects across the targets, \( F(4, 472) = 4.55, P < 0.001 \) (Fig. 1). People in the pro-policy condition supported affirmative action more than did those in the anti-policy condition, \( t \) (119) = 2.15, \( P < 0.05 \), and also estimated that God supported it more, \( t \) (119) = 3.03, \( P < 0.01 \). As in the preceding experiments, the egocentric correlation was stronger for God’s attitudes \( (r = 0.67) \) than for any of the other targets \( (r_{\text{Gates}} = 0.42, r_{\text{American}} = 0.41, r_{\text{Bush}} = 0.07) \). Zs > 3.1, Ps < 0.01. Although the egocentric correlation was significantly weaker for Gates than for God, estimates of Gates’ attitudes, a relatively liked target with unknown beliefs, were also significantly influenced by the arguments condition, \( t \) (118) = 3.75, \( P < 0.001 \). Estimates of the average American’s and Bush’s beliefs were not significantly influenced, \( ts < 1 \).

**Study 6**

**Description.** Study 6 sought convergent evidence by using a different experimental manipulation that relied on internally generated arguments rather than on externally provided ones. In particular, participants were asked to write and deliver a speech either consistent or inconsistent with their own preexisting beliefs in front of a video camera. Under these circumstances, people tend to shift their attitudes in a direction consistent with the speech they deliver \( (21, 22) \). Participants first reported (in a dichotomous choice task) whether they generally supported or opposed the death penalty, among other issues. Approximately 30 min later, a new experimenter told participants that videotapes were needed for another study of people evaluating speeches about the death penalty. Participants were then asked, depending on random assignment, if they would be willing to deliver a speech in favor of or opposed to the death penalty. This meant delivering a speech consistent with preexisting attitudes for some participants and inconsistent with preexisting attitudes for the other participants. All but five participants (two in the consistent condition, three in the inconsistent condition) agreed to the experimenter’s request. After delivering the speech, participants reported their own attitude about the death penalty, and then did the same for God, Gates, Bush, and the average American.

**Results.** As predicted, participants’ own post-speech attitudes were a function of their preexisting beliefs and their speech \( (Fig. 2) \). Delivering an attitude-inconsistent speech made participants’ own attitudes more moderate than delivering an attitude-consistent speech, \( F(1, 39) = 12.05, P = 0.001 \). The interaction between participants’ preexisting beliefs and their speech condition differed across the other targets, \( F(3, 117) = 2.62, P = 0.054 \). In particular, the significant interaction pattern observed on participants’ own attitudes was replicated only in estimates of God’s attitudes, \( F(3, 39) = 7.44, P < 0.01 \), and did not approach significance for any other target, \( Fs < 1 \). Manipulating people’s own attitudes produced consistently similar shifts in estimates of
God’s attitudes, but not consistent shifts in estimates of other people’s attitudes.

Study 7

Description. Our final research approach used fMRI to measure similarity in neural activity when reasoning about one’s own versus God’s beliefs, compared to when reasoning about another person’s beliefs, namely a specific (participant-generated) individual representing the average American. Thinking about one’s own mental states in contrast to thinking about another person’s mental states is associated with heightened activation in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), precuneus, temporoparietal junction, and temporal poles (23), and the egocentric projection of one’s own mental states onto others’ is associated with heightened activation of the inferior regions of the mPFC (24). If people are indeed more egocentric when reasoning about God’s attitudes than when reasoning about other people’s attitudes, then neural activity in these regions should be more similar between self and God than between self and average American.

During fMRI scanning, 17 participants were presented with six 90-s blocks (two self, two God, two average American blocks) of 10 attitude items (e.g., legal euthanasia), each for 9 s. A pilot experiment of 18 participants using these items replicated the basic result from the preceding studies: egocentric correlations across the 20 items were calculated for each participant. Across participants, the egocentric correlation in this pilot experiment was larger for God’s attitudes ($M_{Fisher’sz} = 0.47$) than for the Average American’s attitudes ($M_{Fisher’sz} = 0.06$), paired- t (17) = 3.24, $P < 0.01$ (see SI Text and Fig. S2 for procedural details).

Participants in the scanner reported their own attitude on each item during the self blocks, the average American’s attitude during the average American blocks, and God’s attitude during the God blocks. These blocks were separated by a fixation period of 90 s. Participants saw one of four orders of stimulus presentation, made by crossing two randomized block orders with two randomized issue orders.

Results. Voxelwise comparisons indicated that the God-American contrast and self-American contrast produced similar patterns of activation in the mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex, bilateral temporoparietal junction, right medial temporal gyrus, and left insula regions (voxelwise $P < 0.005$, corrected; Fig. 3A), whereas the self-God contrast produced no significant differences in these regions. We next designated four equal-volume regions of interest that covered the area within the mPFC previously associated with self and other processing (Fig. 3B) (23). A 3 (condition: Self, God, average American) $\times$ 4 (mPFC region: inferior, middle inferior, middle superior, superior) repeated measures analysis of variance revealed a significant main effect for condition, $F(2, 32) = 3.80, P = 0.033$. As illustrated in Fig. 3B, activity in the mPFC was lower when participants thought about the average American’s attitudes than when they thought about their own attitude or God’s attitudes ($Ps < 0.05$), whereas activity in the mPFC did not differ between the self and God conditions. The mPFC region $\times$ condition interaction was nonsignificant, $F < 1$ (see SI Text, Figs. S3–S5, and Tables S2 and S3 for details about acquisition and supplemental analyses).

These results expand considerably on the behavioral results observed in Studies 1–6 by demonstrating a relative similarity in the neural substrates involved in thinking about one’s own beliefs and God’s beliefs compared to when thinking about another person’s beliefs. Combined with Studies 1–6, there is not only a stronger relationship between reports of one’s own beliefs and God’s beliefs compared to another person’s beliefs, but an increased similarity in the underlying mechanism used to generate one’s own beliefs and God’s beliefs as well. Inferences about God’s beliefs appear to egocentrically biased, these data suggest, because the process used to generate inferences about God’s beliefs is relatively similar to the process used to generate one’s own beliefs.

Discussion

Correlational, experimental, and neuroimaging methodologies all suggest that religious believers are particularly likely to use their own beliefs as a guide when reasoning about God’s beliefs compared to when reasoning about other people’s beliefs. People’s estimates of God’s beliefs were more strongly correlated with their own beliefs than were their estimates of a broad range of other people’s beliefs (Studies 1–4). Manipulating people’s own beliefs similarly affected their estimates of God’s beliefs more than it affected estimates of other people’s beliefs (Studies 5 and 6), demonstrating that estimates of God’s beliefs are causally influenced at least in part by one’s own beliefs. Finally, neuroimaging evidence demonstrated that reasoning about God’s beliefs tends to activate the same regions that are active when reasoning about one’s own beliefs (indeed, statistically indistinguishable in the whole-brain analysis),

Fig. 3. Comparisons of neural activation when reasoning about self, God, and the “average American.” (A) Depicts a representative slice ($x = 0$) for the voxelwise $t$-tests of self vs. American, God vs. American, and self vs. God contrasts. (B) Depicts the regions of interest (radius = 8 mm) spanning portions of mPFC previously identified to differentiate self-other processing.
whereas reasoning about the average American’s beliefs activates relatively distinct regions associated with reasoning about other people.

We believe these findings provide important insights into the origins and variability of religious beliefs and have interesting implications for their impact on everyday judgment, decision-making, and behavior. First, these data join a growing body of literature demonstrating that religious beliefs are guided by the same basic or natural mechanisms that guide social cognition more generally (4, 10, 25, 26). Religious beliefs need not be explained by any unique psychological mechanisms, but instead are likely to be the natural outcome of existing mechanisms that enable people to reason about other social agents more generally. Insights into the basic mechanisms that guide social cognition are therefore likely to be of considerable value for understanding religious experience and belief.

Second, these data provide insight into the sources of people’s own religious beliefs. Although people obviously acquire religious beliefs from a variety of external sources, from parents to broader cultural influences, these data suggest that the self may serve as an important source of religious beliefs as well. Not only are believers likely to acquire the beliefs and theology of others around them, but may also seek out believers and theologies that share their own personal beliefs. If people seek out religious communities that match their own personal views on major social, moral, or political issues, then the information coming from religious sources is likely to further validate and strengthen their own personal convictions and values. Religious belief has generally been treated as a process of socialization whereby people’s personal beliefs about God come to reflect what they learn from those around them, but these data suggest that the reverse causal process may be important as well: people’s personal beliefs may guide their own religious beliefs and the religious communities they seek to be part of.

Finally, these data have interesting implications for the impact of religious thought on judgment and decision-making. People may use religious agents as a moral compass, forming impressions and making decisions based on what they presume God as the ultimate moral authority would believe or want. The central feature of a compass, however, is that it points north no matter what direction a person is facing. This research suggests that, unlike an actual compass, inferences about God’s beliefs may instead point people further in whatever direction they are already facing.

Methods

All of the attitude items used in the following studies are presented in the SI Text.

Study 1. Sixty-three people (36 women, 27 men; age 18 to 73 years, 3 unspecified, Mdn = 21.5 years) approached by an experimenter in Boston’s South Station agreed to complete a survey on opinions about abortion. Participants first reported the extent to which they agreed with six statements about abortion, and were then asked to respond to each of the same six items as they understood God (as the participant understood God), President George W. Bush, and Bill Gates would respond. The order of these targets was counterbalanced across participants. Finally, participants answered five questions that measured their belief in God (27) and reported their religious affiliation. Nine participants with composite belief-in-God scores equal to zero were excluded from analyses.

Study 2. Forty University of Chicago undergraduates (23 women, 17 men; age 18 to 27 years, Mdn = 20 years) completed a survey in the laboratory in exchange for $3. The procedure was identical to Study 1, except that participants reported beliefs about same-sex marriage, and estimated beliefs for God, President George W. Bush, the average American, and Katie Couric. Three participants with composite belief-in-God scores equal to zero were excluded from analyses.

Study 3. One hundred thirty-six University of Chicago students (71 women, 62 men, 3 did not specify sex, age 18–44 years, Mdn = 20 years) completed a survey in the laboratory in exchange for $3. The procedure was similar to Studies 1 and 2, except that participants were randomly assigned to answer six items measuring attitudes about one of six different issues: abortion (n = 22 believers, 2 nonbelievers), affirmative action (n = 20 believers, 4 nonbelievers), death penalty (n = 19 believers, 5 nonbelievers), Iraq War (n = 15 believers, 6 nonbelievers), legalization of marijuana (n = 20 believers, 1 nonbeliever), and same-sex marriage (n = 20 believers, 2 nonbelievers). The samples included in parentheses represent the number of religious believers in each issue condition, followed by those participants with composite belief-in-God scores equal to 0 (or who did not answer the belief-in-God questions, n = 2). Participants first reported their own attitude, and then reported (in counterbalanced order across participants) how they believed God (as they understood God), Bill Gates, the average American, and George W. Bush would respond to each of the items.

Study 4. This survey was administered online to a nationally representative sample of adults as part of the Time-Sharing Experiments for the Social Sciences (TESS) project, and 1,019 participants (513 women, 506 men; age 18–92 years, Mdn = 47 years) fielded the survey. Nineteen participants failed to answer all of the attitude items, and were therefore removed from the sample. As a result, 1,000 participants (512 believers, 77 nonbelievers, 77 nonresponders) were asked to report their own, God’s, and the average American’s attitudes on abortion and same-sex marriage in one of four randomly assigned orders: Self-God-American, self-American-God, God-self-American, or God-American-self. When reporting participants’ own attitudes, each participant was asked to indicate his or her “personal opinion about abortion” on a seven-point scale ranging from 1 (completely oppose) to 9 (completely support). The second asked, “To what extent do you consult God through prayer or meditation when making decisions?” Possible responses were: At least once a day; around once a week; around once a month; a couple of times a year; less than once a year; and never or not applicable.

Study 5. One hundred forty-five people (62 men, 82 women, 1 nonresponse; age 19–77 years, Mdn = 52 years) completed an online study in which they were exposed to arguments in favor of and opposed to affirmative action. In the pro-policy condition, participants read one paragraph of strong arguments in favor of affirmative action and one paragraph of weak arguments opposed to affirmative action. In the anti-policy condition, participants read one paragraph of strong arguments opposed to affirmative action and one paragraph of weak arguments opposed to affirmative action (the actual arguments are presented in SI Text). Each participant then reported his or her own stance on affirmative action on a 9-point scale ranging from 1 (completely oppose) to 9 (completely support), and then did the same for God, the average American, Bill Gates, and George W. Bush (in a randomly determined order). Immediately preceding the question about God’s attitude, participants were asked to indicate if they believed in God (Yes/No). Those who responded “yes” to this question (n = 121) then answered questions about God’s beliefs, whereas those who responded “no” (n = 24) were skipped ahead to the next target (and subsequently excluded from analyses).

Study 6. Fifty-nine Chicago residents (24 men, 35 women; age 18–62 years, 4 did not indicate age, Mdn = 21 years) participated in exchange for $12. On arrival to the laboratory, participants were asked to report whether they were in favor of or opposed to the death penalty and whether or not they believed in God, embedded within a large packet of unrelated questionnaires. The 48 people who reported believing in God served as the participants for this experiment. After approximately 30 min of completing unrelated experiments on the computer, participants were escorted to a new room and introduced to a second experimenter. Participants learned that the experimenter was planning to run some perception experiments and needed videotapes of persuasive arguments to do so. The experimenter then explained that she had enough videos of people arguing for one side of the death penalty issue (death penalty, for common), but needed more arguments for the other side. She then asked if the participant would be willing to make a video. Participants were then asked to either make a video consistent or inconsistent with the attitudes expressed at the beginning of the experiment. Agreeing to
the experimenter’s request put participants into one of the four cells of a 2 (preexisting attitude: support vs. oppose) × 2 (speech: consistent vs. inconsistent) quasi-experimental design. Those who agreed (all but five) were then asked to prepare a 2–3 min persuasive speech to deliver in front of a video camera. After ~10 min of preparation, participants delivered their speeches. When finished, participants indicated their “own attitude about the death penalty” on a 9-point scale ranging from 1 (completely oppose) to 9 (completely support), and then did the same (in a randomized order) for God, Bill Gates, George Bush, and the average American.

**Study 7.** Eighteen healthy, right-handed volunteers (8 men, 10 women; age 18 to 45 years, Med = 21 years) participated in exchange for $40. Of these, 17 reported believing in God in a prescreening survey and are included in the analyses.

After a brief training period to familiarize participants with the experimental procedure, participants were presented during fMRI scanning with six 90-s blocks of attitude items (two each for self, God, and average American; see SI Text). Each block consisted of 10 attitude items presented on the viewing screen for 9 s each, with each block separated by a 90-s fixation period. During each “self” block, participants were presented for 9 s with a slide reading “My position on [attitude item]” for each of the items, and reported their attitude for each item during this period by pressing one of five response buttons on a handheld device ranging from “completely opposed” to “completely support.” This response procedure was identical for the “average American” and “God” blocks, except that the attitude items were presented on slides reading “[name]’s position on [attitude item]” and “God’s position on [attitude item],” respectively. Blocks of attitude items were separated by a fixation slide presented for 84 s, followed for 6 s by the name of the target they would be evaluating in the next block (self, God, or [average American name]). Participants saw one of four versions of stimulus presentation made by crossing two orders of block presentation (randomly selected, on the condition that the same judgment target was not repeated consecutively) with two orders of trial presentation (randomly selected). See SI Text for additional procedural details and analyses for Study 7 and the pretest to this study.
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